
VIRGINIA GATORS COVID-19 BUBBLE GUIDELINES (October 2021) 
 
The number one way to keep our swimmers and staff healthy is for parents to keep children 
home from practice if they are not feeling well. It is never worth the risk of spreading COVID or 
any illness, for the sake of practice attendance goals. Please read further for our specific COVID-
19 guidance after the Bubble is up and note that it will evolve as the COVID situation and science 
evolves. Thank you for helping to protect our team and community. 
 
**October 2021 Update – Bubble Up: 
While the bubble is up, we will limit access to the bubble to only swimmers currently practicing 
and coaches/staff. Parents and siblings will need to remain outside of the bubble at all times, 
and masks will be required by ALL who enter the bubble. Coaching staff (which is 100% 
vaccinated) will only remove masks after all swimmers have entered the water and will remain 
at least 6 feet away during practice. They will put masks back on during practice changes. 
 
POSITIVE TEST PROTOCOL: 
If an athlete or staff member tests positive for COVID-19, the positive test information must be reported 
immediately to the swimmer’s direct group coach and the Director of Operations, Cathy O’Hara 
cvillegators@gmail.com. Parents or staff must complete the COVID-19 Reporting Form which will 
provide us with a consistent reporting and tracking mechanism and will not be shared with anyone 
outside Gator staff. Ultimately, the return to practice decision rests with the coaching staff who will 
weigh CDC guidance, prevailing local health conditions, and the swimmer’s specific condition to 
determine the ideal time for the swimmer to return. Coaches will communicate with parents and do 
their best to make the best decisions for both individual swimmers and the team as a whole.  
Please understand that CDC and local guidance may change during the season and we thus our 
policies may change in response. 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION: 
JJ Bean: coachjjbean@gmail.com; 434-882-2003 
Cathy O’Hara, Director of Operations: cvillegators@gmail.com 
 

1. RETURN TO PRACTICE AFTER POSITIVE DIAGNOSIS: Swimmers testing positive for 
COVID-19 or being diagnosed with a probable case of COVID-19 may request to return to 
practice after all of the following conditions are met: 

● 10 days since symptoms first appeared (if symptomatic) or date of positive test (if 
asymptomatic) and  
● 24 hours with no fever without the use of fever-reducing medications and ● Other 
symptoms of COVID-19 are improving* 

CDC guidance: When You Can be Around Others After You Had or Likely Had COVID-19 
 

2. WHAT IF I AM EXPOSED TO A PERSON WHO HAS COVID?: Swimmers who have been in 
close contact with a person with a known case of COVID-19 should consider themselves 
possible COVID-19 positive. A close contact is defined as being within 6 feet of a person who 
has COVID-19 for a total of 15 minutes or more over a 24-hour period, direct exposure to 
respiratory secretions (coughed/sneezed on, sharing utensils/cups, kissing), or providing care 
for or living with someone with COVID-19. **Importantly – If your swimmer is quarantining at 
home because of a possible exposure at school, they cannot practice with the Gators until they 
have been cleared to return to school. 

● These swimmers should quarantine themselves until 14 days after their last exposure  
 to that person.  
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● Alternatively, swimmers may be able to return to practice after day 7 with a negative 
test result, as long as they remain symptom-free. The test should be obtained 5 days or 
more after exposure and test results should be provided to the coach. 
 

3. WEARING OF MASKS AT PRACTICES: Now that the bubble is up, masks will be required 
in the locker rooms and inside of the bubble at all times, by all people regardless of 
vaccination status, unless swimming. Dry land that occurs outside of the bubble will not 
require masks as long as all swimmers maintain 6 feet of distance during training activities. We 
continue to encourage social distancing for swimmers, coaches, and family members when 
possible. 
 
It is important to remember that coronavirus is STILL very present in the community, easily 
transmitted from person to person, and many of our Gator family are still ineligible to receive the 
vaccine. Each family participating in Virginia Gators has signed a COVID-19 Safety Code of 
Conduct and Waiver when registering, in which you promise that swimmers and family members 
will follow all social distancing and other protective measures required by the club, Fairview, and 
any state or local mandates in effect. This agreement is in place in order to protect swimmers 
and their families, their teammates, coaches, and the community. 
 
Each swimmer and their families have a responsibility to Virginia Gators to respect and 
follow our rules regarding COVID-19 so that we will be able to continue operating, and the 
athletes can continue to swim. We also ask that you remember that our members are also 
friends with swimmers and families from other clubs in the area, and we need to do our part to 
help keep them in the water as well. If swimmers are unable to follow the protocol designed to 
keep everyone safe, parents may be called to pick them up; or if they are a driver, they may be 
told to leave the property, and parents will be notified. 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 

1. Swimmers should use the restroom and wash their hands before leaving home. Anyone 
using the restroom facilities will be expected to disinfect any surfaces they have touched 
in restrooms using provided disinfectants. This includes swimmers who must shower after 
practice for school or other activities. A mask is required for anyone who enters the facility 
to use the restroom. 

2. Swimmers should arrive at the pool dressed in their swimsuits with masks on, bringing 
only their required practice gear, personal filled water bottle, and minimum necessary 
towel or clothing.  

3. Swimmers and staff are expected to have a face mask with them. Swimmers and staff 
will be asked to leave the bubble if they do not have a mask, so please ensure that your 
swimmer has one before coming to every practice.  

4. To maintain a safe environment in our Bubble for the swimmers and our staff, 
parents will not be permitted inside the bubble. Like last fall, we will have installed a 
camera that parents can log into to see inside at any time. We will send that information 
to families as soon as it is set up after the bubble goes up. Because parents are not 
staying for practice, they must be reachable by the phone number(s) provided at 
registration and able to return within 10 minutes should there be any problems during 
practice, and their swimmer needs to be picked up. 

5. A swimmer or staff member who becomes ill with the symptoms of COVID-19 while at the 
pool, will be separated from others immediately. A family member will be contacted to 
pick up the individual, or he/she will be expected to drive themselves home or to a medical 
facility.  

 
 



PRACTICE/ DRYLAND PROCEDURES: 
1. Training groups will continue to remain small enough so that incidental contact will be 

limited, and appropriate distancing is maintained. Swimmers should let the coaches know 
of any planned absences from practices so that they can plan practices accordingly. 

2. Arrive no more than 15 minutes before your practice, ready to swim with suit on. Use the 
restroom before you leave home as restroom use will be limited to emergencies and 
preapproved use by school-bound swimmers. 

3. Enter the deck area and deposit your personal belongings no closer than 6 ft from any 
other swimmer’s belongings (unless they are a family member). 

4. Bring your mesh equipment bag, water bottle, and mask to the lane directed by your coach. 
5. Your coach will direct you to your lane and position within the lane. 
6. Do not touch other swimmers or their equipment. Do not spit, splash, or share equipment 

or towels. 
7. When practice is dismissed, immediately collect your belongings, and exit the pool so the 

next group may enter the water on-time. 
8. Dryland exercises will maintain a 6-foot physical distance from each other while exercising. 

Any shared equipment will be sanitized between uses. Athletes may be asked to help 
sanitize mats and equipment they have used, and they should respectfully help with these 
tasks. 

 


